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Shaun Humphries

Welcome to the summer
edition of the Take
Charge of Change (TCC)
Newsletter.

management consultant
Peter Drucker on building
a resilient career. Here I
continue with part two, with
more of his very practical
advice.

Based on recent weather
patterns, it’s not hard to
understand my desire to
use the activities of Mother
Nature as a powerful
metaphor for Resiliency and
Change.

In the area of financial
resiliency, Dr. Moira
Somers shares a hilarious
story involving a dog, a
rabbit and some expensive
shrubbery. Be sure to
read this story for laughs
and to learn an important
psychological strategy
to help you make better
financial decisions.

The last time I penned my
letter, I talked about the
amazing metamorphosis
that takes place each spring
as the earth comes out of
hibernation.

Later, lawyer John Poyser
shares an important story
on how joint ownership of
assets can be tricky!

Well, the story of the last
few months has been one
of unrelenting rain and
lack of sun. It’s certainly
helping everyone to flex
their resiliency muscles!
As summer comes into full
bloom (we pray), I trust you
will use it as time to seek
renewal, rest and fun.

Dr. Adrienne Leslie
– Toogood shares her
perspectives on what it
means to be emotionally
resilient. You may be
surprised to learn that it’s
different than what you
think.

Our resiliency community
has worked hard to help this
edition of the newsletter
come together. In the last
newsletter, I discussed some
important lessons from

Katherine Peters has put
together some very practical
tips on how to deal with
caregiver stress so we
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can remain emotionally
resilient. You will enjoy the
Caregiver Bill of Rights!
In the area of physical
resiliency, Mike Booth,
owner of Massage Athletica,
dares to question the age
old practice of “icing” by
sharing some of the latest
research on sports injury
recovery. And have you ever
wondered if acupuncture
actually works? Then be
sure to read Dr. Gord Sims
article. It will help you
understand this age-old
approach to helping the
body to heal.
Finally, holistic nutritionist,
Jodi Lee reminds us to
be good to our gut and
provides us with Ten
Tips for Improving Your
Digestion.
We hope you enjoy our
summer edition of the
Take Charge of Change
Newsletter and we welcome
your feedback.
Have a great summer and be
RESILIENT!
- Shaun
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What Peter Drucker Teaches Us
About Self-Management
by

“Take Charge of
Change” Editor
Shaun Humprhies is
a Resiliency Coach,
Entrepreneur, and
Business Owner.

“Don’t wait for
opportunities to
happen—make your
own opportunities”

Shaun Humphries

This is the second
installment to an article
that I wrote in the previous
Take Charge of Change
Newsletter. I continue to
be amazed at the wisdom
that flows from Peter
Drucker’s pen when it
comes to occupational and
professional success. The
previous article summarized
some of the main points
that Peter Drucker felt that
knowledge workers needed
to be mindful of when it
came to their career success.

have maximum impact
on their organization.
In other words, don’t
wait for opportunities to
happen—make your own
opportunities and always
be on the lookout for how
you can use your abilities to
maximum effectiveness.
Another interesting area
that Drucker expounded
upon related to the notion
of civility in the workplace.
If you use the popular
culture as your example
for organizational conduct,
you would think that rude,
crude, aggressive and
me-focused behaviour is
a ticket to career success.
If your focus is shortterm success, then these
character qualities may be
productive—in the shortterm anyway!

One of the biggest
principles was the
importance of employees
taking personal control
over their careers, and
not relying on human
resource professionals or
other managers within the
organization to manager
their careers for them.

However, these qualities
do not lead to long-term
sustained success in your
professional pursuits—they
come back to bite you!
This is because the tracks
of success, both in our
professional and personal
lives, are greased by the
oil of civility and applying
the social graces. Showing
up on time, saying please
and thank-you, holding
doors open for people, and

Over the years,
organizations have
continually demonstrated
that they can be poor
resource allocators of the
most important resource an
organization can have—
their staff. Drucker urges
employees to take stock of
their experiences, natural
gifts, and abilities, and look
for ways of intentionally
using these abilities to
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treating people with basic
courtesy and respect, all
matter! There are a lot of
smart people who have
undermined their personal
effectiveness and success
because they have not
understood the importance
of being civil and respectful
to those they work with.
Finally, Drucker encourages
us to focus on excellence
for those things that we
already do well and to
delegate our weaknesses.
It takes far more energy to
improve weaknesses than
it does to make strengths
exceptionally strong.
How do I perform?
Do you understand how
you actually get things done
in the most effective way
possible? Many people are
completely unconscious of
the way they perform well.
For knowledge workers,
the question “how do I
perform?” may be more
important than the question,
“what are my strengths?”
How you perform, in many
ways, is like looking at your
strengths. There is a certain
built-in predisposition to
how we perform.
continued...
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It is part of our constellation of tendencies. As Drucker
says, “just as people achieve results by doing what they are
good at, they also achieve results by working in ways that
they best perform.” There are a few personality or character
traits that we can key in on to confirm how a person best
performs.
Am I a reader or listener?
Are you someone who reads and prepares in advance
of interacting with people? Do you like to research and
prepare in advance for how you handle the kinds of
questions that you think would come up? If your answers to
these questions is yes, you are likely a reader. On the other
hand, if you are a listener you love to play off the questions
and subtle nuances that take place right before your eyes.
You can weave and bob to the rhythm of conversations
and naturally flow from one point to another. And while
doing this, you are an effective communicator. Years of
experience have confirmed to Drucker that readers have
a difficult time becoming listeners, and listeners have a
difficult time becoming readers.
How do I learn?
If you want to succeed in your career, you need to become
conscious of your natural bent toward learning new
information. For instance, Drucker relates that Winston
Churchill absolutely hated school. Obviously, it wasn’t
because he didn’t have sufficient intelligence to do well.
The real issue was the dominant learning style used by the
school. During Churchill’s time, teachers expected students

to read and listen, but his natural approach was to learn by
writing. Unfortunately for Churchill, schools everywhere
are organized to utilize a narrow range of learning options.
And yet, there are many different ways to learn material.
Drucker shares the example of Beethoven. He left behind
an enormous number sketchbooks, yet he said he never
actually looked at them
when he composed. He
was asked why he kept
the sketchbooks in the
first place, if he didn’t
look at them after-thefact?
His answer was that he
never forgot something
once it was captured in a
sketchbook. However, if
he ever neglected to write
down his thoughts, they
often were lost to him
forever.
Drucker knew a chief
executive officer who
had built his small family business into a thriving and
dominant player in its industry. Once a week, this
executive would call his senior management and some
of his staff to his boardroom. For two to three hours,
they would hash out questions, policies, and strategic
initiatives. Most of this discussion was one-sided—from
the chief executive officer himself. His dominant way of
learning was to express his thoughts and ideas verbally in
this group context. It was through this interaction that he
received clarity and grew his knowledge.
The question of how you learn is actually pretty easy to
answer. Drucker found that when he asked people directly,
for the most part they could answer quickly. That’s
because at an intuitive level they already knew which
learning style worked best for them.
The easy part is learning new things. The harder part is
applying the knowledge we gain. The ability to apply
information is one of the big differentiators between
those who are successful in their careers and professional
continued...
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aspirations and those who enjoy mediocre
success. Apply, Apply, Apply!
Ask yourself, do you work well as a
subordinate or do you like to be a leader? Do
you like to work as a loner or is your preferred
style to work with others? Do you enjoy being
a mentor or coach? Are you most effective
as a decision-maker in your organization or
as an advisor? (Some people have amazing
expertise and can add tremendous value to the
organization, but they hate to be in the position
of making the final decision. They find it to
be a tremendous burden and they don’t like
the pressure that comes along with it.) Do
you perform well under stress or do you need
to have a highly structured and predictable
environment to work within? Do you prefer to
work in small organizations or larger organizations? These
are all important questions to ask yourself as you strive to
put yourself in the position of using your gifts, abilities,
and expertise, in the most effective way possible.

Do you prefer working one-on-one? Or
do you work better with a group? Ask
yourself which style brings out your best
performance.

There you have it, some important questions to ponder as
you think about your career. Understand how you perform,
how you learn, and align your values with the work you do.
Applying these ideas will improve the chances of career
success and fulfillment.

What are my values?
Like people, organizations have values. To be effective in
an organization, a person’s values must be compatible with
the organizations values. They do not need to be the same,
but they must be close enough to coexist. Sometimes, there
can be a conflict between the person’s strengths and values.
It can be quite challenging to be very successful and
confident at a particular activity, yet to have that activity or
strength be in conflict with your value system.
Drucker shared his experience as an investment banker
in London in the mid-1930s. The role was a perfect fit
for Drucker’s strengths and he did very well at it. But
when he thought about his future, he realized that he
didn’t want to be the richest person in the cemetery. He
found that he really did love working with other people
and what he really wanted was to make a difference in
the lives of individuals and organizations. He didn’t think
that his personal values could have been fully realized if
he continued in his role as an investment banker. With no
work to go to, right in the middle of the Depression, he left
his position. As he reflected on that decision years later, he
never regretted it for a moment.
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My Dog, the Quaker...
A Lesson in Neuroeconomics
by

Dr. Moira Somers

This is a story about an unexpected financial event.
It all starts with my good dog, Ernie, a soft-coated
wheaten terrier. For years, Ernie lived up to his
breed’s reputation as a fierce chaser of vermin,
keeping my pride-and-joy garden safe from
marauding bands of rabbits.
But last winter, something changed In Ernie’s very soul. His motto concerning
rabbits went from “Go ahead, make my day” to “Come on in, y’all”. (In
hindsight, maybe the fact that he was humming the tune from Desiderata all
winter long should have tipped me off, but I just didn’t clue in at the time.)
With my pacifist dog looking on, the blasted rabbits made a banquet of the
shrubs and rosebushes and mature cedar trees. By the time spring came, the
net effect was a garden that looked a lot less like Sissinghurst and more like
something designed by Dr. Seuss. (Truffula trees, anyone?)
Then came the sticker shock and the neuroeconomics lesson that is the point of
this article.
The replacement cost of those mature trees and shrubs was several thousand
dollars—which was precisely several thousand dollars more than I had planned
on spending on replacement trees. And in my upset over the horticultural ruin,
I got caught up in a kind of thinking characterized by Narrow Focus: namely,
focusing exclusively on just one choice while being blind to all others.
Fortunately, I caught myself. The tipoff for me came when I heard myself tell
a friend I was stewing over “whether or not to replace the trees.” According to
authors Chip and Dan Heath in their book, Decisive, that phrase – “whether or
not”—is a sure-fire indicator that a person has entered Narrow Focus. And that
frequently leads to regrettable decisions, particularly in the world of finances.
The way out of Narrow Focus is simply to go through a forced
exercise of deliberately considering other options. What other
choices exist in this situation? And what is the Opportunity Cost
of sticking to the first option—i.e. what would I have to give up?

And sometime during that process of
deliberately listing other options, I
came to the realization that replacing
the trees was just plain DUMB. Unless
I was also planning on replacing Ernie,
buying more trees was equivalent
to buying more rabbit food. Now
THAT was something I hadn’t even
considered while I was stuck in
Narrow Focus.
So the next time you’re facing one of
those financial decisions that involve
a heightened level of emotions,
remember that you, too, are at risk
of being in Narrow Focus. Listen
for “whether or not” statements in
your deliberations. Consider the
Opportunity Cost. If you’re stuck, ask
your friends and family to help you
see other options. Chances are you’ll
make a much better decision.
And you might even come to
appreciate Truffula trees. Or boats.
(But not rabbits. That would be going
too far.)
Visit www.moneymindandmeaning.
com. for more valuable information
from Dr. Somers.

And so I forced myself to list alternatives:
•

I could put in plants that rabbits tend to leave alone;

•

I could take up sculpture gardening;

•

I could hire Elmer Fudd;

•

I could pay more thoughtful attention to my husband’s yearning
for a boat.
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Emotional Resilience
by

Dr. Adrienne Leslie-Toogood

Are you learning from life experiences and moving on, or
are you holding onto things and allowing it to weigh you
down?

Dr. Adrienne LeslieToogood is the Director,
Sport Psychology for the
Canadian Sport Centre
Manitoba.
www.cscm.ca

I had the privilege of working with emergency medical
residents as a component of a high-performing physician
curriculum. One of the things I observed from
watching them work was the range of emotions that
they experienced each shift. It became apparent fairly
quickly that there were incredibly positive and negative
experiences that flooded them each time they entered the
ER department.
And I realized in that moment, that they had better be
open to experiencing the full range of that emotion
or they would not be able to move quickly from one
situation to the next.
In daily life, we
experience a range of
circumstances. Some
are more impactful
than others. I wonder
if we do a good job of
adequately processing
our experiences and
moving on or if they
arrest our development
and keep us imprisoned
or bog us down?
What is emotional
resilience?
I think many people have a false sense of what it means
to be resilient. We think that resilience means not feeling
anything and/or not allowing anything to impact us. But
perhaps resilience is about much more than that. Maybe
resilience is more about maintaining a fluid relationship
with life, and allowing yourself to feel things more
readily and easily. Let’s take time to discuss some key
components of emotional resilience.
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Emotional resilience
means being able to fully
experience an emotion,
then let it go and move
on.
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Build immunity.
From a physical standpoint, there are many things we can
do to help the immune system. We can eat healthy (in
particular certain nutrients or super foods), we can drink
water, and we can get adequate sleep. Building immunity
from an emotional standpoint can work in very much the
same way. How do we build emotional immunity in our
everyday lives? One way to build emotional immunity is to
spend time reflecting on what you want your legacy to be,
then ensure that your daily tasks are aligned with that.
Eating good food on a daily basis allows your body to
be ready and better tolerate life’s ups and downs. Doing
things that we value on a daily basis allows us to better
tolerate life challenges and struggles as they arise. In
everything we do, there are things that give us energy.
Know what gives you energy, what you like about your life
or job. Make sure you do enough of the things that give
you energy on a daily basis.
Facilitate emotional inoculation.
Inoculation is a powerful tool for preventing disease
from overtaking our bodies. We get a small dose and this
allows us to build tolerance for future exposure. This
same concept can work for dealing with emotionally
stressful or demanding situations. What are your emotional
vulnerabilities? What is most stressful about your day
ahead?

Water is fluid. If a rock or tree is locked in, the
entire flow changes. Be careful what you allow
to stay rooted.

Rather than not think about it, prepare for it. Think of how
you want to react and respond to the things that are most
stressful about your day and see yourself doing just that.
Provide yourself with a small dose, so that full exposure
will not overtake you. This will be incredibly empowering
and allow you to tackle things and feel more in control
during the most challenging parts of your day.
Adequately clean wounds.
If you fall and injure yourself, it is imperative that you take
the time to adequately clean the wound in order to prevent
an infection. This is a good analogy for when something in
your day does not go as planned. When you fail or make a
mistake, pushing through is not always the best approach.
This would be like slapping a Band-Aid on without
attending to the underlying injury. When you stumble,
make sure to spend the time to think about how you want
to handle or manage a similar situation differently in the
future. Rather than seeing this as a negative reflection on
your character, see it as an opportunity to learn and grow.
You need to make sure to slow down and take time to clean
the emotional wound, or infection may set in. The most
successful people have failed many times. Recognize that
failure or mistakes is an important part of each day.
Manage recovery.
In order to recover physically, we need to remove the
stimulus and add substrate (which for physical recovery
is water and protein). Why? Because it takes water
and protein to build muscle fiber. In order to recover
emotionally, it is a bit more complicated. First, you need
to remove the stimulus. That means that once an event
is over, you need to stop thinking about it and, more
importantly, stop beating yourself up about an event that
has already taken place. And then we have to add substrate.
What helps you heal and recover emotionally? What
nourishes you and gives you emotional energy? Know
what that is and plan it into your life. Make sure to allow
yourself these things when you most need them. When
life is busy, ensure these blocks are in your life rather than
allow them to be the first thing you remove.
Perhaps high performance living means self-awareness,
acceptance and a willingness to manage your unique
humanity. Here is to living an emotionally resilient life.
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Caregiver Stress
by

Kathleen Peters

Everyone experiences stress. Stress is not an abnormality,
nor is it always necessarily a bad thing. In many cases,
stress is a component of what drives us to achieve the
things we want or need to achieve.
Katherine Peters,
BSW, is President
and CEO of Comforts
of Home - Care Inc.
Contact Katherine at
204.949.3234.

That’s why it feels so good to complete a big project or
finally take a next step that was causing apprehension—the
stress associated with your physical and mental effort has
disappeared!
Stress becomes a problem when
there is too much of it to the point
that it ceases to provide motivation
and instead begins to overwhelm,
discourage and exhaust. Here at
Comforts of Home – Care, we know
that caring for a loved one—such as a
child or an aged parent, or even both—
can be a huge source of stress that
doesn’t usually come with a vacation,
and never with an instruction manual.
Read on for some easy and practical
ways to deal with caregiver stress!
ONE
Dodge denial. Like so many other issues, the most
fundamental step to dealing with stress is to acknowledge
its presence, identify its sources and understand its effects.
Everyone deals with stress differently. Some internalize it
physically, while others might lash out verbally or even just
seem to shut down completely when it all gets to be too
much.
We give everyone that comes to us something we call the
Caregiver Bill of Rights. This document is intended to
help those experiencing the stress of care-giving to realize
that they have rights and that to be effective caregivers in
the long-term means taking care of themselves first and
foremost. We hope that the simple act of acknowledging
these rights may go some way to reducing the stress they
experience.

“At Comforts of
Home–Care, we
know that caring
for a loved one
can be a huge
source of stress
that doesn’t
usually come
with a vacation,
and never with
an instruction
manual.”

continued...
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The list goes like this:
I have the right . . .
•

To take care of myself. This is not
an act of selfishness. It will give me
the capability of taking better care
of my loved one.

•

To seek help from others even
though my relatives may object.
I recognize the limits of my own
endurance and strength.

•

To maintain facets of my own life
that do not include the person I care
for, just as I would if he or she were
healthy. I know that I do everything
that I reasonably can for this person,
and I have the right to do some
things just for myself.

•

To get angry, be depressed, and
express other difficult feelings
occasionally.

•

To reject any attempts by my
loved one (either conscious or
unconscious) to manipulate me
through guilt, and/or depression.

•

To receive consideration, affection,
forgiveness, and acceptance for
what I do from my loved one, for
as long as I offer these qualities in
return.

•

To take pride in what I am
accomplishing and to applaud the
courage it has sometimes taken to
meet the needs of my loved one.

•

To protect my individuality and my
right to make a life for myself that
will sustain me in the time when my
loved one no longer needs my fulltime help.

•

•

Now it’s time to deal with the actual symptoms of stress: a racing mind,
heightened blood pressure, increased heart rate, and tense muscles.
Yes, a spa day would surely be nice, but when your evenings and days away
from work are spent attending to doctor appointments and countless other
errands, a full massage with aromatherapy can be difficult to schedule.
The trick is to take many small steps to reduce stress every day.
TWO
Reduce mental clutter.
Instead of listening to the
news during your daily
commute, listen to soft
music or turn the stereo off
altogether; take fifteen or
thirty minutes of your own
time every day and turn off
your mobile, computer and
TV – stop the inward flow
of information and focus on the basics of how you feel, one at a time: are you
hungry, tired, sore, upset?
THREE
Engage your senses. While removing stimuli that add stress, you can also
surround yourself with pleasing smells, sounds and images whenever possible,
and especially those sensory cues that remind you of your favourite times,
places and people.
FOUR
Burn it off. Exercise can have a dramatic impact on stress levels. It’s not always
convenient to go for a long jog or to hit the weight room, but even a short walk
during your lunch break or several jumping jacks first thing in the morning can
make you feel more resilient. Walking or cycling to work can also get you out of
aggravating rush-hour traffic and energize you for the day, if it’s realistic.

To expect and demand that as new
strides are made in finding resources
to aid physically and mentally
impaired persons in our country,
similar strides will be made towards
aiding and supporting Caregivers.
TO BE MYSELF
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Helping seniors stay in their homes
for as long as possible;
giving families peace of mind.
Call today for a free assessment.
(204) 949-3234
toll-free (866) 949-3234
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The Mindfulness Based Stress
Reduction (MBSR) Program
About the Program

Bernice Parent
is a certified yoga
instructor and is
working towards
certification in the
globally recognized
Mindfulness Based
Stress Reduction
program certification.

The program teaches us how to become more aware
of the influences that affect our well-being and how to
find peace-of-mind and balance in our life. The MBSR
program teaches participants to better cope with stress
and the demands of everyday life through mindfulness
practices and tools.
What is Mindfulness?
Learning to live in the present moment through
conscious effort by being completely present and
fully aware of the current moment. Mindfulness can
be used to enrich your life, calm your mind and even
improve your health. It’s a practice to help offset
the adverse effects of stress by responding more
effectively to challenges we all face in our lives.
Mindfulness is how we choose to respond to the
stressors we encounter daily and offers us a more
compassionate approach in our daily interactions with
others.

MBSR Program Details
Cost: $400 (or what you can
offer)
Duration: 8 weeks
Each 2-hour session
includes:
•

Guided instruction in
mindfulness meditation
practices

•

Group discussions

•

Gentle stretching
movements

•

Daily assignments to
improve skills

•

Weekly practice with
online recordings

•

Mindfulness booklet

•

All-day retreat

•

Donation to charity of our
choice

Who Developed the MBSR program?
The program was developed by Dr. Jon Kabat-Zinn,
practitioner and author at the Center for Mindfulness
at the University of Massachusetts Medical Center and
is based on his teachings. The February 2014 issue of
Mindful magazine features Jon Kabat-Zinn. Review
the magazine at Chapter’s or McNally bookstore or at
mindful.org.

Dates to be determined.
To learn more,
contact Bernice at
bparent@mts.net or visit
www.laviemindful.com
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A Heated Debate:
Should You Ice Injuries?
by

Mike Booth

I’m sure by this point almost
everyone is familiar with
the RICE acronym: rest, ice,
compression, and elevation.
This has been used to
manage the inflammatory
response during acute injuries for I don’t even know how
long—a long time, though.
There are three stages to healing musculoskeletal
injuries in the body, 1) inflammation, 2) repair, and 3)
remodelling. Popular opinion is that icing will act to limit
the amount of inflammation during the initial healing
phase, which is beneficial because the injured area
gets too much inflammation. This can cause damage to
surrounding tissues and increase the time frame of the first
stage, delaying the next two phases of injury healing.
A new movement is telling people to throw away their ice packs, suggesting that your body’s inflammatory response is
not a mistake. The idea is that that icing could potentially cause more pain and congestion in the injured area, due to the
increase in permeability of lymphatic vessels caused by ice. This increase in permeability causes the fluids that should be
carried back into the cardiovascular system to be poured in the wrong direction, back into the injured area. Another key
point is the realization that the actual inflammation is not the problem, but rather the evacuation of the waste at the end of
the inflammatory phase.
Because of this, the new recommendation for faster recovery is MCE: movement, compression, and elevation. By using
this procedure you don’t interrupt the body’s inflammatory response. Instead, you support its adaptation abilities by
improving circulation and ridding the area of the congestion. This in turn will facilitate healing—waste out, nourishment
in. Movement of the injured area produces a pump-like effect;
the muscle contractions stimulate the lymph system which
will carry away the congestion or waste materials. These
contractions not only push congestion through the lymphatic
system, it also creates a negative pressure which ‘pulls’ the
congestion away from the injury site.

At Massage Athletica, we believe an active
lifestyle starts with a balanced body. To learn
how we can assist you to maintain functional
strength over a lifetime, visit our website at www.
messageathletica.com or call us at 204.781.4073.

What’s the conclusion? Icing is still helpful for pain
management as a short-term goal, so you don’t necessarily have
to throw your ice packs away. The non-icing model for healing
is definitely an interesting idea and is being used by many with
great results!
Sources: ‘’Is Ice Right? Does Cryotherapy Improve Outcome
for Acute Soft Tissue Injury?” JEM, 2008; Feb. 25; 65–68
‘’The use of Cryotherapy in Sports Injuries,’ Sports Medicine,
Vol. 3. pp. 398-414, 1986
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What’s the Point of Acupuncture?
by

Dr. Sims is a board
certified Naturopathic
Physician and
Acupuncturist
practicing at the
Centre for Natural
Medicine with Dr.
Suzanne Danner,
ND, and Dr. Dean
Schrader ND. For
more information, call
204.488.6528.

Doctor Gordon Sims

He was going to have to sell his golf clubs. It would be impossible to play again with
such shoulder pain. And the pain wasn’t the only problem. Diagnosed with a “frozen
shoulder,” Peter badly lacked the range of motion necessary to swing a club, or for that
matter, perform plenty of other tasks that would require such motion. But before putting
his clubs into the Buy and Sell, Peter though he’d try something he’d heard a little about
and understood even less: acupuncture.
This story has a nice ending. Peter underwent a series of acupuncture treatments and has
been pain-free with a normal range of motion for over six months now. Not all stories
end so nicely, but many people who suffer from musculo-skeletal problems have made
significant progress with the help of this type of Chinese medicine.
Chinese medicine is old: 2,000
to arguably 5,000 years old. In
terms of clinical trials on earth,
it is surely the longest running.
There are several branches of
this ancient form of medicine,
including acupuncture,
botanical or plant-based
medicine, and Qi gong, the art
of moving energy in the body.
Acupuncture has received the
most notoriety, mystifying the
western mind with its exotic
needles and healing power,
including the proven ability
to act as an anesthetic during
some surgeries.
So what are the underlying principles? In short, there are 18 meridians, or channels,
that are carefully mapped out across the body from the top of the head to the tips of our
fingers and toes. On each meridian there are acupuncture points at distinct locations.
In total there are 365 such points. A useful analogy would be to compare the meridians
to the veins and arteries in our bodies. In the same way that a blockage in these vessels
can cause distress (such as angina-like pain), a blockage in a meridian can cause disease
as well. Once the blockage is identified, an acupuncture point is inserted to the correct
depth to free the meridian and restore normal flow of energy.
And what is this energy? Chinese medicine understands it as “Qi”—an energy that
drives and animates all life. And while western science is struggling to measure
precisely this phenomenon, the effects of Qi can be observed and its proper flow is an
important consideration in health.
continued...
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Practically, acupuncture is most often sought for the
treatment of pain such as back pain, joint pain, or
migraines. To this end, it can be very successful. But the
power of Chinese medicine lies in
its completely unique perspective
and understanding of health and
disease and can offer insight into a
wide variety of other illnesses.
Chinese botanical medicine can
also be used for the same result,
working to restore the normal
flow of Qi in the meridians. With
botanical medicine, instead of
choosing a group of acupuncture
points, the challenge for the
practitioner is to select the
correct combination of medicinal
plants for the patient to take. By
combining acupuncture with
botanical medicine, results can
often be achieved more quickly.
It is important to realize that
although acupuncture and other
forms of Chinese medicine are “alternative” here in the
West, they have been refined and practiced for countless
generations in the East. And if the image of you lying on
a table with needles sticking out of your entire body has
you a little squeamish, take heart. A typical acupuncture
session might only focus on eight to 15 points, and the
pain is negligible (nothing like having your blood drawn).

Pain from acupuncture is negligable-nothing like having your blood drawn.

As an acupuncturist, I have spent years studying and
practicing this art. And though it is not a magic bullet for
all patients or conditions, Chinese medicine has made a
significant contribution to cases ranging from body pain,
bowel disorders, and migraines, to smoking cessation.

Naturopathic Physicians are primary care and
specialty doctors who address the underlying
cause of disease through effective, individualized
natural therapies that integrate the healing powers
of body, mind and spirit.
To learn more, contact us at 204.488.6528
or email info@naturalmedicine.mb.ca.
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Be Good to Your Gut
by

Jodi Lee

All disease begins in the
gut.

Jodi Lee is a Certified
Holistic Nutritionist,
helping you with your
health issues using whole
foods, traditional wisdom,
and common sense.
Specializing in gluten free,
allergy free and digestive
concerns.

Have you heard this saying
before? Hippocrates said
it 2,000 years ago and
researchers are only now
realizing just how right he
was.

Ten Tips for Improving Your Digestion

Good health begins and
ends with strong digestion.
Beyond bloating and
discomfort, poor digestion
can lead to many health
problems like allergies,
asthma, chronic fatigue,
difficulty concentrating,
poor sleep, depression, autoimmune disease, and more.

1. Eat slowly and chew carefully
2. Eat quality foods—organic fruits and vegetables,
pastured meats and eggs.
3. Limit sugar, coffee, alcohol, processed foods and
additives
4. Take a capful of apple cider vinegar mixed with a cup
of water before meals.

Often, the digestive system is under fire with junk foods,
chronic stress, coffee and alcohol, medications like
antibiotics, birth control pills and over-the-counter pain
relievers, and so on. How can you lessen the impact of our
lifestyle and improve your digestion? See the next column
for some helpful tips.

5. Drink plenty of water but between meals, not with
meals.
6. Supplement with digestive enzymes, if necessary, to
reduce bloating and other signs of indigestion.
7. Exercise on a daily basis.
8. Make sure you are getting enough fibre.

Coming This Fall:

•

Add a teaspoon of ground flax or chia seeds to your
morning cereal.

Community Kitchen Circle: Do you want to start eating
and cooking better but have no idea where to start? Join
our monthly circle and learn firsthand how to incorporate
traditional wisdom and techniques into your everyday
life.

•

Avoid wheat bran, which can sometimes be
irritating to the intestines.

•

Choose from a wide variety of fruits and vegetables
and eat their skins where appropriate to increase
roughage.

Baking Gluten-Free Bread: Learn to make soft, fluffy
gluten free breads. A very popular workshop.

•

Eat something fresh with every meal.

Holistic Nutrition Events

9. Add a probiotic supplement and cultured foods to
your diet to help replenish the good bacteria in your
intestines (e.g. yogurt, kefir, fermented vegetables,
miso, and kombucha)

The Art of Fermentation: Transform your garden
produce into a powerhouse of probiotics nutrition to store
and enjoy all winter.

10. Aim to reduce the stress in your life. If your body is
busy dealing with stress, it is unable to devote the
necessary time to ensure good digestion.

And many more workshops!

See www.jodileenutrition.com for details.
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Joint Ownership Can Be Tricky
by

John Poyser

Gerald Anderson was a successful dairy farmer, but an
unsophisticated businessman. He was in charge of the cows
and the milk. His wife, Mary, was in charge of the business
side of things. She made business decisions, signed
cheques, and paid the taxes. The farm thrived.
John Poyser, BA, LLB,
TEP is a Partner at
Tradition Law LLP,
Estates and Trusts.

Gerald and Mary had six children—two sons and four
daughters. The two sons worked with their parents on the
farm. So did one of the daughters, Loreen. The couple’s
estate plan was simple. The sons would each get half of
the farm. The daughters, including Loreen, would get life
insurance money.

A former chair of
the Wills, Estates
and Trusts Section
of the Canadian Bar
Association, he coauthors a textbook
for lawyers and
accountants on trust and
estate taxation.

Was the estate plan fair? Loreen spent 15 years working
in the family farm operation alongside her brothers. She
felt that she deserved a part of the farm, too. Her parents
did not see it that way. Loreen was paid a salary for her
help on the farm. Her brothers shared in profits, if any—in
lean years they would take
a beating financially. She
had worked on the farm for
15 years. Her brothers had
worked on the farm for their
entire adult lives. For better
or worse, Loreen was always
treated by her parents as an
employee, not an owner.

Contact John at
info@traditionlaw.ca
204.947.6806.

The whole family knew the
parents’ plan. While Loreen
may have been irked, she did
not challenge them—at least
not while her mom was alive.

To be sure your plans
for your estate are
respected after you
are gone, it is wise to
consult a lawyer and
have legal documents
drawn up.

Her mother died in 2001 and Loreen swung into action.
Her father, Gerald, was seriously ill with a terminal disease
at the time. He had trouble walking. He could not speak
clearly or easily. It looked like Gerald would be following
his wife into the grave—quickly.
Loreen invited him for dinner. When he got there, he
was met by four people, two documents, and a pen. The
dinner guests included Loreen, a commissioner of oaths,
and persons to serve as witnesses. On the table were two
continued...
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trust” operates. The court assumes that the child holds the
land in trust for the persons who would have inherited it
under the will. That meant that Loreen had to override that
assumption by proving to the judge that her dad intended
that she keep the land for her own. She failed.

transfers of land. It turned out to be less of a dinner party
and more of a give-away-the-farm party.
The effect of the transfer documents was to place a
significant portion of the farmland in joint names with
Loreen. Gerald and Loreen would be on title as “joint
tenants.” That meant that as soon as Gerald died, Loreen
would be able to ask the land titles office to put the land in
her name alone. Voila—half the farm for her.

The judge also concluded that Gerald did not know what
he was signing that day. His daughter had misled Gerald.
Further, he was sick and weak, and would have signed
anything Loreen put in front
of him.

Gerald’s will had been
drafted and signed earlier,
when he was healthy and had
his wife at his side acting
as his business partner. The
will would have passed the
farmland in question to one
of his sons, Donald. Loreen’s
plan was designed to change
that.
Joint tenancy passes land
directly to the surviving coowner when the first co-owner
dies. The land never goes into
the estate. Since the land that
was jointly owned with Loreen
would not form part of Gerald’s
estate, Loreen understood that
the land would not be governed
by his will.

In the end result, Donald
got the farmland back.
Loreen kept her share of the
insurance money. We can
assume that she lost her job
on the family farm.
The saga of Gerald, Loreen,
and Donald is a true one. All
of the sad details are taken
from the published decision
of the Alberta court that heard
the case. The names have
been changed to save the
family embarrassment.

Making plans now can spare your family
heartache and misunderstandings in the future. This article was current when
it was written. It is not a
replacement for legal advice.

After Gerald passed away,
Loreen invited her brother
Donald over for a coffee date. It turned out to be less a
coffee date and more of a get-your-farm equipment-andlivestock-off-my-land date.
Donald did not say a word to his sister when she told him
he was no longer a farmer. He quietly set his coffee cup
down and walked out of her house.

Tradition Law Estates & Trusts assists clients
in structuring and restructuring their wealth on
an ongoing basis, and in passing wealth from
generation to generation. To learn more about
our services, contact us at:

He walked from her house and into a lawyer’s office
Donald and his lawyer sued Loreen for ownership of the
farmland that would rightfully have been his under the will.
Donald won the court case.
The law that applies to joint tenancy was trickier than
Loreen thought. When a parent places land in joint tenancy
with an adult child, a “legal presumption of resulting
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Rewire Your Brain:
Think Yourself to a Better Life
by John B. Arden, Ph.D.

Review by Shaun Humphries

remain calm during stressful
times, and improve your social
relationships.

When it comes to leading a resilient
life, there is no question that the
care and nurturing of the brain
plays a key role. New technology
and research has allowed
researchers to look deeply into
the inner workings of the brain.
Flowing from this research are
some very practical strategies that
we can all use to foster maximum
brain health. As one researcher
puts it, “A healthy brain leads to
healthy actions and a happy life.” It
was with brain health and function
in mind that I picked up the book,
Rewire Your Brain by John B.
Arden, Ph.D.
In this book, Arden explores how to
rewire your brain to improve virtually
every aspect of your life based on
the latest research in neuroscience and
psychology on neuroplasticity and
evidence-based practices.

Written by a leader in the field
of Brain-Based Therapy, it
teaches you how to activate the
parts of your brain that have
been under-activated and calm
down those areas that have been
hyper-activated so that you feel
positive about your life and
remain calm during stressful
times.
You will also learn to improve
your memory, boost your mood,
have better relationships, and
get a good night sleep.

Other titles by Dr. Arden include BrainBased Therapy-Adult, Brain-Based
Therapy-Child, Improving Your Memory
for Dummies, and Heal Your Anxiety
Workbook.

Not long ago, it was thought that the
brain you were born with was the brain
you would die with and that the brain
cells you had at birth were the most you would ever
possess. Your brain was thought to be “hardwired” to
function in predetermined ways. It turns out that’s not
true.

Your brain is not hardwired; it’s “softwired” by
experience. This book shows you how you can rewire
parts of the brain to feel more positive about your life,

Arden reveals how cutting-edge
developments in neuroscience
and evidence-based practices
can be used to improve your
everyday life.

Dr. Arden is a leader
in integrating the new
developments in neuroscience
with psychotherapy and Director of Training in Mental
Health for Kaiser Permanente for the Northern California
Region.
Explaining exciting new developments in neuroscience
and their applications to daily living, Rewire Your Brain
will guide you through the process of changing your
brain so you can change your life and be free of selfimposed limitations.
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Take Charge of Change
Resource Community

Mission:

Mike Booth
Athletic Therapist And Owner Of Massage Athletica
www.massageathletica.com

(TCC)

Shaun Humphries, B. Admin.
Resiliency Coach, Entrepreneur, Business Owner
www.takechargeofchange.com
www.shaunhumphries.com
Tanya Humphries, B. Ed, M.Ed.
Educator and Researcher
Jodi Lee
Certified Holistic Nutritionist
www.jodileenutrition.com

Take Charge of Change

Take Charge of Change
assists individuals
and organizations to
build resiliency to
deal effectively with
change, to grow and seek
opportunities as a result
of change and transitions in their lives. We focus on the
key areas of transition and resiliency training; emotional,
relational, physical, financial, mental and spiritual (purpose).
Contact us if you would like to start a conversation.

Bernice Parent
Certified Yoga Instructor
www.laviemindful.com

www.takechargeofchange.com

Katherine Peters
President & CEO
Comforts of Home - Care Inc.
www.comfortsofhomecare.ca

Sponsor a Workshop

John Poyser, LLD
Lawyer, Author and Estate Planning Expert
info@traditionlaw.ca

Are you looking to boost organizational productivity and
health? Then sponsor a “Resilient Professional” workshop
for your organization.

Dr. Gord Sims, Nd
Naturopathic Physician and Health Expert
Dr. Moira Somers, Ph.D., C.Psych.
Transition and Change Specialist
www.moneymindandmeaning.com

Boost Productivity
• Reduce Benefit Costs
• Increase Energy and Mental
Focus
• Cultivate Resiliency
•

James Sturdy
Kolbe Expert, Team and Business
Planning Coach
Dr. Adrienne Leslie-Toogood
Director Sport Psychology
Canadian Sport Centre Manitoba
www.cscm.ca

For more information on the
“Resilient Professional” program and
our other workshops and seminars,
visit:
www.takechargeofchange.com
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